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Great progress in LSI technology is a leading force in stimulating today's
d'igital evolution in communication systems. A digital network, in which dj-gital
signals can be transmitted to meet all voice, facsimili, data and vid.eo
requirements, can only be realized by the use of highly functional and high
performance LSIs.

a wid.e variety of LSIs; from general purpose
LSIs including memories and microprocessors to fully customized. ones, from ultra
high speed bipolar rCs to 1ow power cMoS vlSrs with tens of thousands of gates,
and from digital LSfs to analogue ones.
Communicatj-on systems need

Interface LSIs, which link either a digital signal with an analogue signal,
or digital signals with different codes or different speeds, are extremely
important. Multiple varieties of signal processors in conjunction with D/A and
A/D converters are used for the purposes. The need for the integration of
digital and analogue circuitry on the same chi-p has promoted significant
developments in the field of linear

rn

MOS

technology.

cases, rather unique LSr technologj-es are needed to meet spec j_a1 j-zed
communication requirements. Since LSI characteristics must be consistent with
some

existing network systems which usually contain various electromagnetic or other
non-semiconductor parts, rigorous requiements are placed on the LSIs with regard
to their precision, voltage and current capabilities.
A monolithic subscriber line i-nterface circuit is one of the most important
and' the most challenging LSIs to achieve. LsIs which integrate the BoRSHT (
B-utteryfeed, over-voltage protection, Binging, Eupervi-sion, Hvbrid and Test)
functions are particularly ind.ispensable in reducing the votume and. cost of the
system. Though a one-chip BORSHT-LSI has not yet been realized., BSH-LSI in 60 V

high-precision complementary bipolar technology and RT-Lsr in 400v d.ielectrically
isolated' bipolar technology have been d.eveloped together with thej-r control cMos
11\
LsI(r/.
A new technology called cEplc(2) is proposed, whj-ch makes it possj_ble to
integrate pnp and npn transistors both in vertical and dielectrically isolated
forms and is expected to be instrumental in the development of the one-chip
BORSHT-LSI.

Two

types of 32 bit processors, one for information processing systems

‑11‑

and

the other for digita■
11m― ru■

imp■

e stt■

te■

have been deve■ oped(3). 2

ephone switching systems′

ttcon gate cMOS technology with double layer meta■

emented to integrate 20 Kgate random logic on a
A

■Kxl■ b

time switch memory for a digttta■

N channe■

si■

has been

mi■ limeter square chip.

te■ ephone switchttng system′ with

has been rea■ ized by using 2

the operating frequencies greater than 20 MHz′
μm― ru■ e

■O

■ization

icon gate E/D MOS techno■ ogy(4).

In the transmission system′ a very wide― band repeater LSI fOr optical
transmission systems tts one of the most important targetso The functions to be
塁etiming

integrated are the so― ca■ ■ed 3R functions ( ReShaping′
). A

■。4

and Regenerating

GHz mono■ ithic amp■ iftter used in the reshaping b■ ock has been

deve■ oped(5)。

To meet the severe requirements for frequency′

power and noise′

a

new bipo■ ar techno■ ogy ca■ ■ed SST(6)has been employed in the amplifier.

In the digita■ network system′ LSIs for use in the termina■
se nse′

′ in

the strict

have not yet been rea■ ized. However′ the recent■ y deve■ oped high speed A/D

and D/A converters for video s■

gna■

s′

■nc■ uding

an 8 bit para■

A/D converter

■e■

are examp■ es of LSIs which

with 30 MSPS speed and 980 mw pOwer dissipation(7)′

network systems. Two kinds of

can be used in the termina■ s of future digita■

techno■ ogy ca■ ■ed DOT(8)and LECS(9)are proposed for high precision (more than
■4

bit)■ inear A/D and D/A converters which are expected to be wide■

y used

ェn

digita■ commun■ cation systems.

As stated at the beginning′ LSI techno■ ogy wi■ ■ have a great impact on the
communication systems. The increasing demand′

on the other hand′

for more

advanced LSIs in the communication fie■ d will great■ y promote future deve■ opment
主n

LSI techno■ ogy.
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